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Abstract
The goal of a driving simulator is to produce
an environment for a driver similar to the real
driving scenario. Motion cueing algorithms are
used to produce a realistic motion while respecting the workspace limitations and motion
simulator boundaries. Model Predictive Control has become popular recently for motion
cueing. However, in this control method, the
optimization is based on a predefined constant
future input trajectory while it is not a practical assumption. In this research, a method is
proposed to predict the future reference based
on the finite history of input. This method does
not require the position trajectory to follow a
specific road. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed model predictive control method in terms of realistic motion sensation for a driver.
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Introduction

Driving simulators are safe and cost effective tools to
mimic a real world driving environment via producing similar motion, vision and audio [Chang et al.,
2009]. Driving simulators have wide applications such
as training, prototyping, testing advanced driving assistance and driver behavioural study [Lee et al., 2015;
1998]. The inclusion of motion cues improves feeling
of a real driving and helps the driver to have a natural reaction [Houck et al., 2005; Garrett and Best, 2013;
Siegler et al., 2001].
One of the main limitations of driving simulators is
their limited workspace. Therefore, it is impossible for
a motion simulator to generate a realistic motion. A
Motion Cueing Algorithm (MCA) is used to produce a
high fidelity motion while maintaining the motion platform within the simulator limitations. Hence a desired
motion can be converted into a feasible motion for a driving simulator. Despite technological advances in different aspects of motion simulators, MCA remains as one of

the main challenges [Houck et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2015;
Fang et al., 2014].
Producing a correct motion by driving simulator is
important as mismatches between motion and visual
cues (false motion cues) lead to motion sickness [Slob,
2008]. Feeling disorientation, vertigo, dryness of mouth,
cold sweating and blurred vision are symptoms of motion sickness [Gable and Walker, 2013; Maran, 2013;
Warren and Wertheim, 2014]. Thus, false motion cues
have to be avoided by providing an effective MCA.
The main human motion sensor known as vestibular system is located in the inner ear and made of
otoliths and semicircular canals responsible for detection of linear and rotational accelerations respectively
[Houck et al., 2005; Fang et al., 2014; Pretto et al., 2015;
Grant and Reid, 1997; Asadi et al., 2016]. Since otoliths
cannot discriminate between gravity and sustained acceleration, a technique called tilt-coordination is used
in MCA to produce sustained acceleration by tilting a
driver with a slow rate below human rotational perception threshold to avoid rotational motion detection
but feeling sustained acceleration [Fang et al., 2014;
Lee et al., 2015; Chapron and Colinot, 2007].
Originally, washout filters have been used for MCA.
The classical washout filters are made of high-pass
and low-pass filters. These filters separate onset and
sustained accelerations. The onset acceleration feeling is produced via accelerating the driver linearly
while sustained accelerations feeling is produced via tiltcoordination [Conrad et al., 1973; Asadi et al., 2014b;
2014a]. Classical washout filters have been improved
by applying Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) method
and called optimal washout filters [Houck et al., 2005;
Wu and Cardullo, 1997; Sivan et al., 1982].
The main drawback of washout filters is that they
are unable to consider the physical boundaries of motion simulator hence they are tuned for the worst case
scenario and they cannot provide the best performance.
Therefore, in recent years, a new type of MCA based
on Model Predictive Control (MPC) has received a huge

attention.
MPC is a multi-variable control method based on
constrained optimization with popular applications in
academia and industries [Bemporad, 2016; Ferreau,
2006; Hovd, 2004; Romero et al., 2015]. In MPC control methods, a sequence of control actions are derived
over a finite future horizon considering the explicitly formulated process model to predict and achieve the optimized future behaviour. [Kumar and Ahmad, 2012;
Kouramas et al., 2011]
MPC in MCA has been proposed first by Dagdelen
et al. [Dagdelen et al., 2004; 2009]. Augusto [Augusto and Loureiro, 2009] applied tilt-coordination and
a vestibular model in MPC-based MCA. As the input
from driver to motion simulator is not known beforehand, at each moment he assumed the input reference
will remain constant during prediction horizon for MPC
optimization. He also developed an MPC-MCA with assumption that the rate of input will remain constant,
however, after comparing the results he concluded that
considering the reference as constant is a better option.
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MPC-based MCA

Model Predictive Control is a control method which optimizes the output of a system over a predicted future
period of time called prediction horizon (Np Ts ) via applying an optimized control sequence over a control horizon (Nc Ts ). The model is discretised with sample time
Ts . This method explicitly uses the model of a system to minimize a cost function. The prediction and
control horizons recede at each sampling time and the
control sequence is re-optimized. This control method
is able to handle multi-input multi-output systems and
the constraints on variables are respected during the process of optimization [Camacho and Alba, 2013; Morari
et al., 2014; Hrovat et al., 2012]. Figure 1 illustrates the
schematic diagram for model predictive control horizons.
In MPC-MCA, the strictly proper discrete state space
representation of the system is extracted
xm (t + 1) = Am xm (t) + Bm u(t)
y(t) = Cm xm (t)
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of model predictive control
horizons
According to new variables

x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + B∆u(t)
y(t) = Cx(t)

(5)
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In Equation 5, ∆u(t) is the control variable and x(t)
is the state variable.
At time t, the predicted state variable of nth next sample time (t + nTs ) is shown by x(t + n|t). Similarly,
the predicted output of time (t + nTs ) at t is shown by
y(t + n|t) as follows

(1)

A new variable ∆u is defined to apply constraints on
input rates, input and output values
∆u(t) , u(t) − u(t − 1)

(2)

∆xm (t) , xm (t) − xm (t − 1)

(3)

The augmented state is defined as


∆xm (t)
x(t) ,
y(t)

Past

x(t + n|t) = An x(t)+
min(N ,n)
Σi=1 c ANp −i B∆u(t

(7)
+ i − 1)

y(t + n|t) = CAn x(t + n|t)+
min(Nc ,n)

Σi=1

CANp −i B∆u(t + i − 1)

(4)
After defining Y and ∆U,
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The relationship between input and input variation is
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∆u(t + Nc − 1)

as
(10)
U = T∆U + Ūi

(17)

After converting input sequence to the variation of
input sequence and removing the constant terms from
cost function, the objective is to minimize

the relationship between Y, X, ∆U follows
Y = FX(t) + Φ∆U

(11)
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which can be rewritten in a short form as follows
(12)
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The main target is to minimize the following cost function
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where Q, R and S are the weighting matrices for error,
input rate and input respectively.
For further calculations, matrices U, T and Ūi are
defined as follows
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(15)

(20)

The constraints can be split into three categories representing constraints on input rates, input values and
output results

|

|

(19)

The constraints can be represented as

J1 (∆U) = (Yref − Y) Q(Yref − Y) + U SU
+ ∆U R∆U

1
|
|
∆U H∆U + ∆U g
2

(21)

Both Equations 19 and 20 form a Quadratic Programming (QP) problem. Several methods are available for
solving QP problems [Gill and Wong, 2015]. This optimization has to be recalculated at each sampling time.
Once the optimized control input is obtained, only the
control input of the first sample is applied and the rest
of control inputs are discarded for the re-optimisations
at the next sample times.
As there is no clear estimation of Yref , each output
reference is usually considered constant during the entire
prediction horizon. This unrealistic assumption prevents
MPC from providing its best result.
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Proposed method

In this research, we have applied an MPC-MCA with a
prediction of future output reference based on its finite

history. An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is considered for being trained according to a set of driving
records.
The training reference is sampled with a uniform sampling time, hence it can be represented by the following
sequence

nf 1 + nf 2 + nf 3 + nf 4 + nf 5 = nf

Nf,m = Σm
k=1 nf,k ,

∀m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

(30)

(31)

The future regions are
u1 , u2 , . . . , uN

(22)
Uf,m (i) = {uk |i + Nf,m−1 < k < i + Nf,m }

where ui represents reference at sample i and N represents the total number of samples. For each sample i,
the corresponding finite history is

ui−nh , ui−nh +1 , . . . , ui−1 , ui

ui+1 , ui+2 , . . . , ui+nf −1 , ui+nf

(24)

where nh is the number of samples for history and nf is
the number of future samples.
The past samples are divided into several regions with
sample numbers nh1 to nh5 where
nh1 + nh2 + nh3 + nh4 + nh5 = nh

∀m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

(26)

Each region set is defined as
Uh,m (i) = {uk |i + Nh,m−1 < k < i + Nh,m }

(27)

(28)

where

ūh,m (i) =

1
ΣUh,m (i),
nhm

∀m ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

(29)

Similarly, several regions with nf m samles are considered for future

1
nf m

ΣUf,m (i),

∀m ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

(33)

The quintuples made of ūh,m for each sampling time
are the inputs to neural network and the quintuples made
of future averages ūf,m are the expected output for training.
The past and future regions are considered with variable width where higher resolution is for regions closer
to the current sampling time.
nh,m−1 = 1.5 × nh,m ,

∀m ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}

(34)

nf,m = 1.5 × nf,m+1 ,

∀m ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}

(35)

On the test signal, the history of input is given to
the neural network and the output of neural network is
used for generation of an approximation about the future reference signal. At each sampling time, this future
reference is updated and used by MPC for optimization
of control input to motion simulator.
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Figure 2 illustrates the region for past and future of
an input signal at sample time i.
The average of each part is considered as a representative of their set

ūh1 , ūh2 , ūh3 , ūh4 , ūh5

ūf,m (i) =

(25)

For comfortable indexing, we define cumulative sum
of regions numbers
Nh,m = Σm
k=1 nhk ,

Each future set is represented by its average

(23)

and the corresponding finite future is

(32)

Results and discussion

In this section, the results of the proposed method for
output reference prediction are presented. A training set
made of 49262 inputs is prepared for the neural network.
MATLAB software is used for training this data. A hidden layer with size of 36 is applied according to figure 3.
The network is trained and prepared for responding to
test inputs. Figure 4 shows a single frame of a future reference predicted by the neural network. As future input
signal is uncertain, the predicted future signal can be a
realistic or very far from the real future. However, in
general it performs better than assuming the predefined
constant future signal for the entire prediction horizon.
The predicted future signal has to be updated at each
sample time via neural network. As the output is identified at 5 spots, their interpolations are used in the middle
points.
An MPC with control horizon 3, predictive horizon
400 and sampling time 10ms has been applied for a
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Figure 2: Schematic of region division for a reference signal
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Figure 3: The applied neural network for future reference prediction in the proposed MPC-MCA
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Figure 4: Prediction of future acceleration reference signal
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surge acceleration input. Figures 5 demonstrates the
sensed specific force by the driver according to the specific force and human vestibular system model of Telban
[Houck et al., 2005]. The reference sensed specific force
is the force that a driver feels in a real world vehicle. A
desired sensed motion has to follow the reference output
signal accurately. A comparison between the sensed motion signals shows that the overall sensed specific force is
improved in the proposed method compared to when the
output reference is predefined. The difference between
the sensed motion from the real world driver and motion simulator driver is called sensation error. The Root
Mean Square (RMS) of sensation error is decreased in
the proposed method from 1.29 sm2 to 0.85 sm2 .
Figure 6 shows the displacement of motion platform
for generating the required motion for the simulator
driver. In the proposed method the maximum displacement has increased from 1.35m to 2.78m. The proposed
method is respecting the adjusted linear displacement
limitation of ±3m. It should be noted that the proposed
method behaves less conservative in terms of workspace
usage. This higher utilization of displacement was conducted to reduce the output sensation error. As in MPC
with constant future reference a high peak of acceleration is predicted to be constant for the entire prediction
horizon, the system is considered to be challenging while
a high peak of acceleration does not practically last for a
long time. Therefore, the previous MPC performed conservatively and inefficient. The simulation results show
supremacy of the proposed method over previous MPC
with constant output reference due to using ANN and
better knowledge about the reference.

5

Conclusion

In MPC-based MCA, the MPC reference is typically assumed to be constant. In this research, a neural network method is applied to predict the future of input
acceleration signal according to its finite history. This
method does not require the driver to follow a specific
route. The simulation results demonstrate that MPCMCA with proposed future reference estimation has better followed the sensation of a driver in a real vehicle.
The proposed MPC is less conservative than traditional
MPC with predefined constant reference and uses the
workspace efficiently.
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